Melrose Ave from Volunteer Blvd to Melrose (in front of Tyson Alumni House) will be closed starting Monday, April 1st – Friday, April 26th, 2024 marked in red.

Part of S12 Tyson Alumni House parking spaces will be narrowed due to construction fencing.

One space is closed for electric service installation.

Section of sidewalk on the northside of Melrose will be closed.

Sidewalk next to Hodges will remain open.

One lane for service vehicles/dock access to remain on Melrose.

Communication Line Upgrades
5 spaces between Robinson and pond site will be blocked from April 1st – May 30th, 2024 marked by white arrow

Area behind Carrick Hall will be closed April 1st through May 30th, 2024 marked by white arrow

Francis Street with red dashes will be closed on April 8th and April 30th **Only Two days for crane install and removal**

Francis Street marked in blue dashes will be two-way only on the days the crane is installed and removed April 8th and April 30th

20th St is expected to remain open during this work
Change in street patterns near Caledonia and Lake Ave due to construction

- Road closures in red - do not walk in the street
  - Areas marked in solid red indicate road closed
  - Red dotted arrows indicate one-way traffic from Cumberland on 22nd and Montcastle (city streets)
  - Orange line indicates two-way traffic for Lake Avenue Garage
  - Yellow dashed line is pedestrian pathways around closure
Sidewalk section closed in red - do not walk in the road
- Pedestrian pathways around closure marked in blue
- Solid black line is current closure
- Dashed black line remainder of site closure on June 1, 2024
- Purple represents pathway that will be created to access the Pedestrian Bridge - which will remain open through construction!!!
- Bus pull off on the west side of Volunteer will remain accessible - dashed orange line is walking path to bus stop only
Andy Holt Residence Hall construction area and pedestrian path

- Sidewalk section closed in red - do not walk in the road
- Pedestrian pathways around closure marked in blue
- Solid black line is site closure
- White arrow at the top of the picture is the location of new pedestrian accessible curb cuts
Steam Line Project on Fulmer

March 27, 2024

- Steam line starts at Neyland Stadium vault marked with white star
- Construction fencing will go up and excavating is expected to start about Apr 15
- G5/30 exit onto Fulmer is closed
- Project will end at G10 in Aug/Sept 2024

Late summer

- G10 entrance off Phillip Fulmer will close
- Alternate entry will be through staff 5A to access garage - smiley face

Sidewalks to remain open but temporary reroutes will occur